AquaticEngineering
Working Above Water, On Water & Under Water

Case Study : Aegean Sea Turkey – Environmental Protection Curtain
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Client: SOCAR
Main Contractor: JV Doğuş / ESGroup
Contractor: AquaticEngineering
Duration: 2015 – 6 weeks
Value: US$3.29 billion
When SOCAR Turkey secured credit worth US$3.29 billion for its complex refinery project in
Izmir on Turkey's Aegean coast environmental protection was to be at the heart of the
contract. This would be a mammoth project in whatever country it took place, however
30 meters beneath the clear waters of the Aegean adjacent to the development zone
grows posedonia oceanica.

This representation offers some idea of the scale of the project.

SOCAR Turkey Energy Company, Azerbaijani energy giant's Turkish venture, signed a
US$3.29 billion credit deal for its STAR refinery project, Turkey's biggest refinery project with
an annual crude oil processing capacity of 10 million tons. The project aims to relieve
Turkey's petrochemical sector of its dependence on energy imports of petroleum products.
It is projected to become operational in 2017.
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A Turkish JV of Doğuş / ESGroup who were heading the STAR Refinery Marine Works along
with the clients’ ecologist approached AquaticEngineering in the spring of 2015 to see if it
was feasable to look at a curtain solution for the project given the depths being considered.
Following lengthy negotiations which involved a visit to site by the company’s senior
technical consultant a design concept was formulated and production of the collossal
curtain commenced... this is certainly the deepest curtain fabricated in the UK and it is
unlikely another of this depth has ever been deployed.

The curtain was fabricated in the Isle of Wight factory in 6 days and then transported to
Turkey by road in a further 11 days, quite an achievement for all concerned, however no
one, in the UK or Turkey had quite foreseen the level of bureaucracy the curtain would be
subjected to and it then remained in a bonded warehouse just 3 miles from site for 6 weeks!
The AquaticEngineering team, along with a Turkish dive company could then begin work
once it was delivered to the docks for transportation by boat to site.
However with a curtain of these dimensions it was vital to get the deployment methodology
right first time as divers could only work for a maximum of 30minuetes underwater due to
the depths involved and the fact that 32 tonnes of anchors were to be deployed to hold
the whole system securely in place.

With temperatures hovering around 40 degrees most days there was always time to sit on
the anchors and contemplate the scale of the installation!

With the right machinery and vessel, along with a helpful crew things got underway and
progress after the long delays was very good. However 32 tonnes of anchors, a dive team
with their hyperbaric chamber take up a lot of room!

With the last of the curtain going ‘over the side’ to be loaded on the vessel it was time!

All curtains are manufactured entirely by AquaticEngineering on the Isle of Wight

24hr 365 day Emergency Fabrication & Nationwide Installation Service
100% satisfaction service – we will attend site at short notice if the curtain is compromised in any way
by boat traffic or any other unforeseen occurrence to promptly rectify the situation.
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